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MEETING NO: # 04 18

TO: Conservation Halton Board of Directors
FROM: Janelle Weppler, Associate Director, Engineering
DATE: 10/05/2018
SUBJECT: Kelso Dam Update

MEMO
This briefing note is in response to the following resolutions that were made during the
Conservation Halton Board of Directors meeting on April 28, 2016:



The Conservation Halton Board of Directors direct staff to provide monthly updates as
to the status of Kelso Dam, including water levels, plume sightings, project progress
and any remedial actions being undertaken; and
The Conservation Halton Board of Directors direct staff to work with the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry, Halton Region and Hatch to expedite, to the extent
possible, the permanent remedial measures required to mitigate the dam breach risk
at the Kelso Dam.

Kelso Reservoir Water Levels and Monitoring
Conservation Halton are monitoring and recording the conditions at the Kelso dam with the
increased summer operating frequency of:




Bi-weekly piezometer (groundwater) readings within the earthen embankment;
Site visits four (4) times daily; and,
Review of photographic records of the identified boil area taken every 30 minutes throughout
the day (visible during daylight hours) observed no evidence of sedimentation since June,
2015. Electrical power supporting the camera at the Kelso Dam was disconnected during
the week of February 19, 2018 for safety purposes during construction works at the dam.
The electrical power source for the camera has been safely reinstated and observation of
photographic records has resumed.

There continues to be no visible observation of sedimentation from the boil area (i.e. no plume
sightings) since the last Kelso Dam Update report for the Board of Directors, dated April 11,
2018.
The following chart illustrates the recorded water levels within the Kelso reservoir relative to the
reduced water level operating range recommended by Hatch.
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Recent Work & Next Steps
Phase 1 of construction at the Kelso Dam has been completed. Works completed include
upgrades to the emergency spillway, releveling of precast concrete slabs on the upstream
embankment, decommissioning of non-functioning and installation of new instrumentation
(piezometers) and replacement of grouted rip-rap near sluiceway.
CH staff continue to work with Hatch and Dufferin to evaluate potential alternatives for
engineering controls for use during the construction at the Kelso Dam.
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Appendix A

Metamorphosis
Conservation Halton Strategic Plan – 2020
Strategy Map

Our Purpose: To protect our communities and conserve our natural environment through planning,
education and recreation and to support our partners in the creation of sustainable communities within
our watershed.
Our Ambition: A healthy watershed with clean streams, abundant forests and natural habitats that are
in balance with our growing communities and engaged residents.
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Preparing for the effects of climate change
Enhance Public Safety
What we will focus on

Maintenance and upgrades
of flood control structures
and modernization of flood
management operations to
protect communities from severe
weather and natural hazards.

Some of our key initiatives

•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to improve flood control structures, conduct regular inspections and implement
upgrades and repairs as required.
Investigate and modernize dam operating, flood forecasting and warning technologies
and tools.
Establish improved modelling tools used for hydrology and hydraulic purposes to support
more informed decision-making.
Update base aerial photography and digital surface modelling.
Update floodplain mapping and associated data management activities.
Review and update regulation mapping layer for Lake Ontario and Burlington Bay
shoreline.

How we’re doing so far

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filled Coordinator, Floodplain Mapping role and have commenced work on Conservation Halton’s Floodplain Mapping Program
Initiated LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) elevation data acquisition to support programs requiring precise data
Increased snow monitoring stations from three (3) to six (6) and installed weighing gauge with automated snow depth sensor
Installed new energy efficient flood lights at Scotch Block dam to assist in night-time monitoring of the reservoir structure
Finalized installation of three (3) new heated rain gauges to improve coverage in the Burlington urban area
Integrated new shoreline conditions worksheet into the Daily Planning Cycle (DPC)
Continued to build relationships with partnering municipalities to improve communications of flood messages and support emergency response
Completed all capital improvements projects on time and on budget through the Water and Erosion Control Infrastructure (WECI) program from
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) including Kelso Dam Phase 1 Construction, Operational equipment improvements at
Hilton Falls Dam & Kelso Dam and, investigation and improvements design for Morrison-Wedgewood and Milton channels
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Striving for service excellence and efficiency
Financial Sustainability
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Develop policies and processes
to strengthen financial controls,
reduce exposure to risk and
improve efficiency and
effectiveness. Provide clear
financial information to support
informed decision-making.

• Assess and lead a new organization budgeting and planning approach in order to define
strategies and solutions that will advance long-term strategic initiatives, strengthen
financial sustainability, and build a culture of cost management.
• Undertake a facility condition assessment and prepare an asset management plan to
guide investment decisions and develop the necessary tools to maintain facility assets in a
good state of repair.
• Review financial policies and procedures and update for best practices and sustainability
initiatives.
• Provide customized reports and dashboard through online, integrated financial software.
• Ensure Conservation Halton staff know what financial information is available, what
financial data they need, and how to interpret that data.
• Provide standardized tools, training and leadership across the organization in conducting
business analysis and plans for decision making.

How we’re doing so far
• A new approach to budgeting and long-term financial planning was developed for the 2018 budget. Further improvements are being implemented
with preparation of the 2019 budget to advance long-term strategic initiatives and strengthen financial sustainability.
• Condition assessments have been completed on significant facility assets. This information will be used to prepare an Asset Management Plan
(AMP) for Conservation Halton facility assets and identify the investment required in future years to deliver service levels as intended and
maintain assets in a good state of repair. Discussions with Halton Region continue in regards to funding the State of Good Repair Levy as
identified in the AMP for Dams and Channels and will include funding for facilities once quantified.
• Financial controls are being strengthened through implementation of the recommendations provided by KPMG through the Finance Effectiveness
Assessment and through the continued development of financial policies and procedures.
• An online financial management statement has been developed based on input and feedback from staff. Ongoing training and support is
provided to staff on how to find and interpret relevant financial information as required.
• Business Plan templates have been developed and support is provided to staff to analyse impacts of initiatives.
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Striving for service excellence and efficiency
Digital Transformation
What we will focus on

Leveraging technology to
support our operational and
internal information management
needs, enabling big data use.

Some of our key initiatives

• Develop and implement GIS tool for use of citizens on the website for easy access to
regulation mapping.
• Develop improved digital file storage, document sharing, time tracking, reporting and
collaboration tools.
• Develop a comprehensive corporate IT program that focusses on improving systems for
internal customers (CH staff and Board members) as well as improving service to these
internal customers through the development of proper protocols and business practices.
• Ensure all systems are PCI Compliant.
• Upgrade and maintain an e-commerce system.
• Provide technical leadership for IT technology landscape assessment.

How we’re doing so far

• Two external GIS tools have been launched, one dealing with regulation mapping, and one with general information about the Conservation
Halton watershed. Both tools will have more data added to them as it becomes available.
• A digital file storage solution has been identified, using existing vendor and software, which will solve sharing, reporting and collaboration issues.
Time tracking is an outstanding issue at this time.
• A Technology Assessment is well underway. All departments have reviewed and participated in open interview sessions with consultants to
discuss, evaluate and raise the concerns and needs they have for technological support and advancement to be able to carry out their day to day
activities and to move forward the priorities
• PCI compliance project is over 50% complete, project to be completed in Q4 2018.
• E-commerce platform is in development, launch expected in Q1 2019.
• IT technical assessment to be completed in Q2 2018, providing foundation to move forward with digital transformation.
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Striving for service excellence and efficiency
Corporate Performance
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Create a corporate performance
culture that is results driven and
people centric.

• Focused training initiatives in employee wellness and mental health.
• Improve safety culture within the organization building awareness using formalized metrics
• Ensure HR policies, processes & guidelines are established, documented, legislatively
compliant, and follow best practices
• Monitor, measure and launch programs to focus on workplace culture and employee
engagement.
• Review, revise and create HR programs and procedures to position Conservation Halton
as an employer of choice.
• Create new rewards and recognition program.

How we’re doing so far
•

•
•
•
•
•

New wellness & mental health initiatives have been initiated including:
o Happiness workshop series launched in February;
o On-site yoga and meditation program launched on May 3; and
o Mental health awareness program launched week of May 7.
New processes created to streamline HR administration.
Updated Violence and Harassment policy launched.
Health and safety audits commenced in April.
Team dynamics pilot workshop conducted for SLT in February and for Parks and Recreation management team in April.
Employee Rewards & Recognition program created and launched in January.
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Create opportunities to connect with nature
Watershed Resources
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Communicate to the public the
value of science-based
programs that conserve, restore
and manage the natural
resources of the watershed.

• Develop and implement communication strategies and tools to promote the value of our
programs to customers.
• Lead or participate in joint research ventures with environmental non-governmental
organizations, academia, landowners, provincial and federal agencies and the private
sector.
• Expand partnerships with local school boards to deliver affordable, innovative outdoor
education programs.
• Develop a public engagement strategy to ensure a consistent consultation and notification
process.

How we’re doing so far
• Together with Conservation Authorities across Ontario, we released our 2018 Watershed Report Card on March 22, World Water Day. In addition
to the report card itself, an innovative story map was created and posted on Conservation Halton’s web site. A communications plan has been
developed, and outreach to date has included a featured segment on Cogeco’s Halton News, and a presentation to Halton Region’s Natural
Heritage Advisory Committee.
• The 2018 Sharing Experiences workshop took place on March 3rd at the Aberfoyle Community Centre. Over 100 people attended the event
which was headlined by keynote speaker James Raffan. Conservation Halton chairs the committee that puts on this biennial one day capacitybuilding workshop for individuals and community groups interested in creating positive environmental change. The goal of the workshop is to link
like-minded people and groups to facilitate the sharing of ideas and experiences so that participants can build skills, network and share ideas
about environmental projects in their respective communities.
• Staff presented on the results of our Grindstone Creek monitoring program at the Hamilton Harbour Watershed Research and Monitoring
Workshop in February.
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Create opportunities to connect with nature
Recreation, Education and Tourism Opportunities
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Attract visitors to our parks and
connect our communities with
nature through sustainable
recreation, education and
tourism opportunities.

• Develop and implement more diverse experiences and events that cater to the needs of
our customer segments.
• Create an visitor impact management program.
• Take a more strategic approach to creative marketing, brand management and product
development.
• Promote the ecotourism opportunities and economic potential of our natural assets.
• Attract new customers and retain current customers to increase annual membership sales
and membership retention.
• Renew and create park and managed area master plans that are organizationally aligned.
• Lead the development of a trails development strategy across public lands from Lake to
Escarpment.

How we’re doing so far
• Visitor Impact Monitoring policy and procedure document approved and implemented. Staff training and education provided based on learnings
of best practices from pilot program at Hilton Falls Conservation Area. Park wide roll out of monitoring program has commenced.
• New event development (Try It Series, Food Festival, etc.) and augmentation of existing events (Fall Into Nature, Mountain Bike Series, etc.)
ongoing.
• Ways of the Woods Summer Camp sales 52% ahead of pace compared to last season.
• Glen Eden Early Bird lesson, pass, and rental program sales 48% ahead of pace compared to last season.
• Parks Annual Membership sales 1% behind pace compared to last season.
• Total Parks net revenue 24% increase as at March 31st compared to same period last year.
• Glen Eden Master Plan renewal ongoing with public consultation to commence in May/June.
• Mountsberg Master Plan creation has commenced with pre-consultation meeting with the PMO team.
• Kelso Aerial Adventure course to open for the public late spring.
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Create opportunities to connect with nature
Partnerships
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Partner and collaborate with
municipalities, government
agencies, professional
associations, educational
institutions, Indigenous
communities and others.

• Build relationships with developers, builders, contractors, consultants and others to
improve communication and enhance trust.
• Strengthen valuable, meaningful partnerships in core service areas (ie. municipal partners,
province, committees, industry, agriculture, developers and builders, stewardship and
outreach) and seek out new partnerships that provide added value.
• Enhance relationships with member municipalities through direct, regular communication
with municipal councils and senior staff and by supporting members in their role as liaison
to their councils.
• Position the Conservation Halton Foundation to promote a culture of giving.
• Consultation and partnership with Indigenous communities.

How we’re doing so far
• After one year of working on our strategic priorities, we published our first Annual Report in more than 20 years, which featured progress on our
strategic objectives, priorities and projects from the last year and both were an outstanding success.
• The Giant’s Rib Concept project is moving forward with engagement and support form partners from all aspects of society.
• We continue the work on the 16 Mile Creek Restoration by meeting with developers, builders, ministry staff to advance this important restoration
project estimated at $4M.
• We have partnered with Halton Region and its municipalities to take legal action to confirm regulatory roles surrounding the proposed CN Rail
project in Milton.
• The CAO has facilitated the stakeholder meeting for Meridian Quarry, which was initiated by MPP Eleanor McMahon and Mayor Rick Goldring,
with representatives from the from MOECC, MNRF and the Tyandaga Environmental Coalition.
• We have shared our experience by presenting on Indigenous Engagement at Conservation Authority University.
• The Board of Directors of Conservation Halton endorsed Conservation Halton’s participation in the Greenbelt Golden Horseshoe Conservation
Authorities Collaborative and authorized the CAO to sign the Memorandum of Understanding.
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Taking Care of Our Growing Communities
Economic, Social and Environmental Sustainability
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Implementing business practices
that ensure economic, social and
environmental sustainability.

• Investigate and implement new business models for our conservation lands to generate
sustainable revenue and increase administrative and operational efficiency.
• Investigate opportunities for revenue generation
• Identify and prioritize capital projects and initiatives ensuring alignment with organizational
needs.
• Create and implement an enterprise Risk Management Strategy.
• Investigate opportunities to maximize recovery of costs through fees for service.
• Develop a Corporate Policy manual, approved by the Board, to guide decision making and
increase accountability.

How we’re doing so far

• New business models and opportunities for revenue generation are being reviewed and discussed and will be a main topic of discussion through
a review of Conservation Halton Rates & Fees Study that will be commencing in the second quarter of 2018.
• Through preparation of the 2019 Capital Budget, projects are being identified and prioritized based on strategic initiatives set by the Board of
Directors and based on organizational needs.
• An enterprise Risk Management Strategy will get underway with the creation of a senior risk team in June and approval of the Strategy by the
Board of Directors by end of 2018.
• The Senior Leadership Team has identified policies to be developed in the preparation of a Corporate Policy manual to be approved by the
Board by the end of 2018.
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Taking care of our growing communities
Sustainable Community Planning
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Remain dedicated to ecosystembased watershed planning that
contributes to the development
of sustainable rural, urban and
suburban communities.

• Ensure CH interests are reflected in the MOU review in Halton Region and the City of
Hamilton and in the CA Act implementation.
• Develop a strategy to implement integrated watershed management plans (IWMPs) to
deliver more integrated and relevant cross-program management initiatives.
• Implement changes recommended through the Process Re-Engineering Review to
continue to improve permit and plan review processes.
• Improve permit and planning timelines with the goal of achieving targets set by the
Strategic Plan by 2020.
• Reduce legal fees for enforcing O. Reg. 162/06.
• Support municipalities in implementing a source water protection plan and updating
technical reports with new science.
• Work with municipal, regional and provincial governments and the private sector to build
better working relationships and understanding of Conservation Halton's roles,
responsibilities, and technical requirements.

How we’re doing so far

•
•
•
•
•
•

CAO & Director, Planning & Watershed Management are actively involved in MOU processes and CAA implementation processes.
Senior Manager, Development Planning hired; internal workplan to implement Process Re-Engineering Review initiated.
Conservation Halton successful in negotiating agreements with landowners to bring infractions into compliance; no new charges have been laid.
To date, 100% of minor permits approved in 30 days; 100% major permits approved in 90 days: 100% technical review done within 6 weeks.
To date, 57% of technical planning reviews done within 6 weeks.
Of 162 policies in the Source Protection Plan, 98 (60%) have been implemented, and 44 (27%) are in process. Source protection policies being
incorporated into Official Plans.
• Conservation Halton staff reach out to municipal partners regularly to exchange information and discuss technical requirements early in the
review process.
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Protecting our natural, cultural and scenic assets
Management of Natural Resources
What we will focus on

Some of our key initiatives

Conservation, restoration and
responsible management of
natural resources with a focus on
evidence-based programs.

• Use evidence-based watershed data to develop an integrated, transparent priority
conservation process for protection, restoration, enhancement and securement projects,
integrated watershed studies and related management plans.
• Research, develop and adopt climate change strategies within the watershed that
effectively position Conservation Halton as a regional leader in climate change adaptation
and mitigation.
• Create a forest management plan.

How we’re doing so far
• In collaboration with GIS, a Restoration Opportunities database has been created. This database will be used to help organize, prioritize and fund
terrestrial and aquatic restoration opportunities throughout the watershed.
• Work continues on a number of large restoration projects, including the completion of winter work at Courtcliffe Park. We also reached major
permitting milestones with respect to the Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act and Niagara Escarpment Plan development permits for Drumquin
Park and Limestone Creek projects, respectively.
• Conservation Halton has been invited by the Centre for Climate Change Management to participate in a stakeholder interview to help inform the
development and launch of the Bay Area Climate Change Office.
• Conservation Halton is a member of the Leadership Team of the Halton Climate Collective, which hosted a stakeholder workshop on January 24
with 90 participants. Liz Weaver from the Tamarack Institute guided participants through an introduction to the framework of Collective Impact
projects and facilitated community input that will help the Leadership Team further refine its theory of change and next steps.
• A Strategic Forest Plan is nearing draft completion for internal and external stakeholder consultation in late spring and summer, with anticipated
completion by year end.
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May 3, 2018

sent via: email

Hassaan Basit
Chief Administrative Officer
Conservation Halton
2596 Britannia Road West
Burlington, ON L7P 0G3
Dear Mr. Basit,
LET’S SAVE ~9,000 TREES
We were pleased to read that Conservation Halton is leading the way and partnering
with the City of Burlington and Cootes To Escarpment in a “Trees for Watershed Health”
tree planning event in which 100 community volunteers are invited to help plant 500
native trees and shrubs on Saturday, May 5, 2018 – this event is surely consistent with
Conservation Halton’s expressed directive to “…work to protect, restore and manage
natural resources in your watershed from lake to escarpment”
It is incongruous, however, that the tree planting will take place at Bayview Park in
Burlington, 1800 King Road which is just across the road from the Meridian Brick
Operation where the owners have announced their intention to decimate ~9,000 trees -essentially destroying many acres of an ever-diminishing Carolinian forest.
Further, we note that Conservation Halton’s watershed report suggests the importance
of trees (natural heritage) to the watershed. In the light of your support for the “Trees
for Watershed Health” project we would also respectfully point out that just as important
as the planting of saplings (for the future generation) is the saving of those trees that
have already been planted and have survived all the elements both man-made and
natural - trees that are now enormous contributors to our clean air, healthy lifestyle
(for the current generation), and our overall well-being.
All too often we permit the cutting down of these trees and are oblivious to the fact that
they are an integral part of our life and that to reach their level of maturity and ‘giving’
took a long, long time.
The necessity of planting new trees and the great work the volunteers are doing should
not be underestimated but, like you, we feel that it is equally important to protect our
current 'assets'. For example, the decimation of an estimated 9,000 trees in North
Aldershot / Tyandaga, which is planned to commence in the Spring of 2018 by
Meridian, the quarry owner, would take many people many months to plant and it would
take a lifetime for the saplings (if they survive the quarrying) to reach the level of giving
that only a mature, established, and healthy tree can provide.
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“Ontario’s water and land resources and natural
systems provide important ecological, economic and
societal benefits and should be protected. Conservation
Authority programs contribute to healthy watersheds
which helps to protect our own health.”

Source: (Conservation Halton) http://watershedcheckup.ca/

We appreciate all the efforts that Conservation Halton is undertaking to alert us to the
watershed report cards and that there is a lot more that we ALL need to be doing
BETTER.
“… Ontario’s water and land resources provide important
ecological, economic and societal benefits and should be
protected. Forests, lakes, rivers, natural spaces, wetlands, soils,
plants and animals are all necessary for clean air, safe drinking
water, sustainable water supplies, food, fuel, energy and most
important, healthy bodies and minds. We need a healthy
environment because it provides safe drinking water, clean air,
sustainable water supplies, and a foundation for Ontario’s
economy…..”””

Surely Meridian’s plan to destroy ~9,000 trees, remove the top soil, etc. on many, many
acres of land and to further actively quarry that land for decades to come in a region
that has been identified as having unique and diminishing “natural heritage”, will surely
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contribute to the detriment of the waterflow of the creeks that feed our major water
sources and, as such, is a cause for concern and action. We would hope that our city
and regional official plans, current and future could deal more effectively with the
matters outlined in the watershed report and preserve our natural heritage.
We, the TEC, and others across the Burlington community and beyond, believe that
Conservation Halton together with all the levels of government, Meridian Brick AND the
residents of Burlington, can work effectively to change Meridian’s projected course so
that it can be more environmentally friendly, and an acceptable health solution is
reached.
In this regard the Ministries (MNRF / MOECC) have been strangely quiet on the
Aldershot shale quarrying (removal and transportation) operation and we are unaware
of ANY air quality measurements that have been professionally and / or routinely
performed since the quarry license was issued in 1972. This together with the possible
high incidence of cancer in the surrounding areas surely demands more concrete
and rigorous action by the provincial and federal authorities!
As a participant in the initial January 25th, 2 2018 meeting with the MOECC, MNRF,
MPP, Mayor Goldring, Meridian, the TEC, Conservation Halton and Burlington Green
we ALL agreed on ensuring that the lines of communication were kept open and
SPECIFICALLY that questions that could not be asked within the time constraints of the
meeting should be presented in writing and we (TEC) were assured that they would
be answered in a timely manner. As a consequence, we sent a list of our immediate
concerns to the MNRF / MOECC over three (3) months ago and we are still waiting for
their response to our concerns!
We look forward to hearing from you soon and hopefully providing us with the support
that is surely our common goal – we are specifically interested in learning what
Conservation Halton is doing to ensure that they are an integral part of the process and
hence a part of the solution. Let’s work together to preserve 9,000 trees!
Regards,

Fran Fendelet
Co-Chair
Tyandaga Environmental Coalition Inc. (TEC)
email: tecburlington@gmail.com
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copy to:
Conservation Halton – Board of Directors (http://www.conservationhalton.ca/board-of-directors)
Regional Municipality of Halton
Burlington
Councillor Marianne Meed Ward
Mr. Gerry Smallegange, Chair
Mr. Jim Sweetlove
Mr. John Vice
Halton Hills
Councillor Moya Johnson, Vice-Chair
Councillor Bryan Lewis
Milton
Councillor Mike Cluett
Councillor Robert Duvall
Mayor Gordon Krantz

Oakville
Mayor Rob Burton
Councillor Cathy Duddeck
Councillor Allan Elgar
Councillor Dave Gittings
Regional Municipality of Peel
Mississauga
Councillor Sue McFadden
Mrs. Jean Williams
City of Hamilton
Ms. Joanne Di Maio
Mr. Ed Wells
Township of Puslinch
Mr. Stephen Gilmour

and:
Mayor Rick Goldring, City of Burlington
M. Greenlee , Chief of Staff, City of Burlington
Amy Schnurr,Executive Director, Burlington Green
Gloria Reid, President, Burlington Green
Dr. David Galbraith, Chair, CootesToEscarpment EcoPark / Head of Science, RBG
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Conservation Halton
Budget Variance Report
For the Period Ended April 30, 2018

PROGR AM NET
APRIL 2018

PROJECTED
DECEMB ER 2018

BUDGET
2018

PROJECTED$
VARIANCE
OVER (UNDER)
BUDGET

PROJECTED%
VARIANCE
OVER (UNDER)
BUDGET

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT & SUPPORT SERVICES (WMSS)
Corporate & Strategic Initiatives
People, Culture & Creative
Engineering
Planning & Watershed Management
Science & Partnerships
Greenspace R evitaliztion
Vehicles & Equipment
Partnership Projects
Total

$2,273,157
(402,796)
(70,750)
(330,918)
(276,824)
(511,598)
(58,948)
649
$621,973

$5,625,639
(1,384,822)
(464,229)
(985,239)
(874,733)
(1,414,865)
(169,925)
649
$332,475

$5,415,626
(1,288,605)
(497,677)
(1,056,004)
(906,101)
(1,510,200)
(157,039)
0
$0

$210,013
(96,217)
33,448
70,765
31,368
95,335
(12,886}
649
$332,475

3.9%
7.5%
-6.7%
-6.7%
-3.5%
-6.3%
8.2%
0.0%
100.0%

($31,986)
157,934
(309,870)
27,676
2,690,853
(10,959)
$2,523,649

($113,361)
430,691
(895,186)
(41,427)
1,024,185
317,989
$722,893

($109,890)
175,180
(1,055,786)
21,031
1,191,217
88,642
$310,394

($3,471)
255,511
160,600
(62,458}
(167,032)
229,347
$412,499

3.2%
145.9%
-15.2%
-297.0%
-14.0%
258.7%
132.9%

CONSERVATION AREAS
Vehicles & Equipment
Conservation Areas Admin
Chargebacks
Crawford Lake/Mountsberg
Kelso/Glen Eden
Hilton Falls/Mount Nemo/R attlesnake
Total
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